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The entire universe and everything in it vibrates at unique

frequencies that determine what it is and how it behaves.

Your world is made up entirely of frequencies.

So are you.

You can apply frequencies to your body and “tune” it back to it’s

natural frequencies when it gets out of harmony.

Health is truly harmonious.
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Overview

Resona Health produces ultra-low frequency devices for people &

pets for some of our most common ailments. The frequencies can not

be felt my most people (or pets). The devices work by resonance with

the water in your body and your body’s cells. The cells in your body

have an electrical charge and can get run down over time. The

frequencies recharge your battery and allow your body to heal itself.

The device does not make any noticeable noise, it simply puts out low

energy magnetic waves.

How do you get to participate?

First decide you want to. This is a small choice considering the

potential bene�t, yet like all studies we only want individuals that are

willing to make the commitment to themselves and us and will

promise to use the device and report the results. To participate in the

study, please watch the 10-min orientation video then decide to sign-

up. You will receive a device in the mail. We are sending it FREE of

charge. They may not look expensive but the technology in them was

very expensive. You are getting a TYPE A Beta unit, a prototype. The

technology is top drawer the casing it is in will not be. Don’t let that

dissuade you.
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We recommend you wear it around your neck with the provided

lanyard a minimum of 3-4 times a week for 30 days. You can run as

may sessions as you like as it is impossible to overdose on

frequencies. If your body doesn’t need them, they pass through you

untouched.

HOW DOES IS WORK?

Your body is in essence, a large reservoir of water and will carry these

waves throughout.

At the end of 30 days, you �ll out a simple 10-min post survey online.

There are no drugs or chemical involved in the study. The sign-up link

is at the end of the orientation video.

Visit Resona.News/future.

You keep the device free of charge.

People who have utilized this technology have reported statistically

relevant decreases in issues. We’ll share some individual anecdotal

success stories in a moment, so you can understand the potential

impact you may experience yourself.

What is Resonance?

How does your microwave oven heat that slice of Pizza? The

frequency of that microwave radiation resonates with water

molecules. It makes the water molecule spin on its own axis, which

causes friction. Like rubbing your hands together, the friction creates

heat.
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When you press the key fob to your car or click the garage door

opener, why does it open your car door and garage door and not the

neighbors? Because it resonates speci�cally with yours and no one

else’s.

When you tune your radio to 103.5 FM, why do you hear that station

and only that station? Because your receiving antenna is resonating

perfectly with the transmission antenna back at the station.

Your body and the cells react similarly, and it is key to how frequency

therapies work. The frequencies resonate with your body in two ways.

There are speci�c frequencies for the tissue (back, elbow, liver, knee,

etc.) and what is wrong with it (nerve damage, muscle soreness,

in�ammation, etc.)

Naturally occurring magnetic �elds are all around us and all living

(and non-living) things on the planet Earth are engulfed in it. The

Earth creates continuous low energy magnetic frequencies similar to

our device, so these low energy frequencies are proven safe.

Why haven’t you heard of it?

This technology is not new. The frequencies have been around for

over 100 years.

“Alternative and Complementary Medicine are just plain Voodoo. If

there were anything to it, my doctor would have told me about it,

right?”
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No

Unfortunately, there are many areas of care and wellness that your

doctor was never trained on in med school. Some fundamentals, like

nutrition, are simply not taught in most medical schools. Another

reason is money. 75% of the FDA’s research budget is funded by Big

Pharma and they make their pro�ts by selling drugs not invisible

frequencies.

Success Stories

Organs

In a small study on Asthma, 10 out of 10 people saw an improvement

in “ease of breathing” based on the Asthma.com clinical test score

after 30 days. Most reported breathing better in just 1 or 2 sessions.

One participant who is a lifelong sufferer from Asthma, a smoker, who

lives in the middle of a cedar farm in Texas, called our of�ce with tears

in his eyes after just one session. “I haven’t breathed this well in 30

years”.

Another diabetic who ran our Insulin Resistance protocol reduced the

number of daily insulin injections from 80 to just 10 units while

simultaneously dropping his blood sugar from 200 mg/dl to just 80

mg/dl.

So, we have some great indicators that the frequencies work well for

various organs.
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The frequencies have been shown to dramatically reduce pain with

many people. We have seen great success with back and neck pain as

well as Fibromyalgia. In fact, these frequencies are one of the few

things in the medical world to reduce full body Fibromyalgia pain.

Viruses

If you have ever had cold sores or shingles, you know its no picnic.

The frequencies have been shown to clear up shingles and cold sores

in 48 hours. Also, it can dramatically reduce the severity of cold and

�u symptoms as well as the duration.

Emotional Factors

Emotional factors are the most cutting-edge application of these

frequencies. Anxiety ad Depression are all too common and we have

seen good results with the frequencies here as well. In a recent small

study for PTSD, 10 out 10 saw a reduction in PTSD Symptoms in 30

days.

Does this all seem too good to be true?

Maybe. That is why we want to expand the PTSD study to at least 100

people. With 100 people we can get clinically and signi�cantly valid

results.

Pain
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To tackle PTSD without any drugs or chemicals would be one of the

best things that could happen to medicine. Well maybe not from Big

Pharma’s point of view, but for the rest of us – hell yes.

If you suffer from PTSD, join our 30-day study. Relief is just around the

corner.

You can take the next step and apply to get your own device for free

at the links below. Please remember this is a serious investment for us

and we are happily sharing this technology only with individuals who

are willing to follow through and report back their honest experience.

Thank you. 

G e t  S t a r t e d

Click "Get Started" to watch the 10 - minute orientation video. The link

to a simple pre-survey will be at the end of the video, then your

Pulsar XO will ship today. You are only 20 minutes away from life-

changing relief.

Reach out to us at info@Resona.Health with any questions you may

have.
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